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Now, it seems that the experiments of using head on electron-positron beam fro:n the accelerator is pos

sible in the near future. It is interesting to note that the form factor of the 7C"meson can be measured in the 

reaction: 

(l) 

Taking into consideration of the invariant property of the Hamiltonian under translation and rotation of space 

the effective Hamiltonian of a pseudoscalar n• meson interacting with the electromagnetic fields has the 

following form: 

where +, and A..c are the pseudoscalar 71:" field and the electromagnetic field respectively, ~ftr is the 

antisymmetrical forth-rank tensor. 

Then the Feynman diagram of ( 1 ) corresponding to the electromagnetic interaction of the lowest order is 

shown in Fig. 1. The S matrix element for this diagram is: 

< I> -e .:t -~ ._. 
~lt./s ~·Pn ~~ ~~frv:r-n;)~tt.(1't>J·e_,{p,-t~J_; · 

. c k.r-J2 ·F(fi,+Pt>/ 0, '*It!) I 

1',+~ (3) 

where Jl , 11, ,/( and f are the four-momenta of the electron, positron, photon and the 71:"' meson res

pectively, ef the polarization vector of the photon, F is the Fourier component of F in the momentum 

space and is by definition the form factor of the ~ meson. 

The total cross section for the process ( 1) is: 

(4) 

where E is the total energy in the center of mass system,X:..-'1!/£~ .Y=hf.z,4;~ ~and ~ are 

the masses of 71:"' and electron respectively. As evident from the formula ( 4 ), the measure:nent of o-(E) 

in the experiment will give some informations about the electro:nagnetic formfactor of 7!'0 meson. In 

order to estimate .the order of magnitude of ot'~instead of Ff--E;~~e substitute into ( 4) F7~a~hich 
relates with 't: the life time of ~· by the following expression: 

F 2/ .1)- 8?r 
,o,o,~ - '?.f!?-

If we use ~3::to_B)Jff!}l, then from ( 4) we have: 

(5) 
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(J( E)= j(E)tr , 
(6) 

where t;r..l~tt+41)-JII":lf,.,2/t1Jis plotted in Fig. 2 against the ratio £/~. t--cs ., --
. It is interesting to note also that such an experiment can give some informations about the contribution 

of intermediate lrstate to the form factor of 71'0 • 

Using the typical technique of dispersion relations, one can show that (for instance, cf./2/ ): 

~ ·-~,.a,,. ·ii=~tt·~k.1~ ·F(.k:.~~~ J 

= erv~u. ]ci"4 e 4·r~+J# <!1/T( ~ ~~~ (-}j)jq) , 
( 7) 

wher~{/Jthe current of the strong interacting particles. Further, for simplicity, we define: 

FOCo.,~JsFr~J, 
(8) 

with~It is easy to prove by using the equation ( 7 ), thatfip)is an analytic function on the J) plane 

expect a branch cut on the real axis extending from4~to oo • Then the dispersion relation for R:~~Jcan be 
easily written down as following: 

FfpJ=FroJ+_;-(
00 

r~R~ d. , 
J~ JJ"{.JJ'->l} .)J ., 

(9) 

"5:. 

where ~)is given by: 

1. c -
.z~~ ~_,.. V"~ tl· ~ ~ lc,..· :Ji.. { k,~, ~.J 

= (.bt-J~iF~tt·! <!1/f(oJ/-.>~/.J",.to.J/~~(k-71..)., 
(10) 

where •-a;•··· etc. Further, we shall confine ourself to the be intermediate state. The contribution of 

the~ intermediate state can be calculated by using the know ledges of 1) the nucleon structure (the vertex 

· function<.q-~fo.i9) and 2) the photoproduction of pion on nucleon (the vertex function (1/Jj-141/br> ). 
Then, one may hope that subtractinq from FfP)the contribution of thebrintermediate state, it will give an 

estimation to the contribution of the~ intermediate state. But since problems 1) and 2~are up to now not 

solved well enough, we are only going to discuss in the following what conclusions can be made from the 

measurement of Ft:~~Junder such a situation. From equation ( 9) we can see that for small P ( .J-1('< ~) 

Ff.JJJ==FfoJ+Il~, 
where a is a constant. 

( 11) 
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For larger:P{P<~f the.2::~r andj.?rintermediate state contributions are both resonant, and have nearly the 

same resonant energies then we have: 

(12) 

where J, is a constant and ~ is the square of resonant energy of the .2::r- state. If experiment shows that the 

result is of the form (12),then one can assert either the,f'intermediate state gives no important contribution 

to the form factor or it is importgnt, but the resonant energy is nearly the same as that of the~ state. On 

the contrary, if experiment shows that F(~) is very different from the form ( 12 ), it means that the./~ in!er

mediate state gives important contribution and is either of non-resonant type or of resonant type, but the re
sonant energies differs largely from ].10 . 

The authors are indebted to prof. M.A. Markov, who drew their attention to this problem, and also to 

Chou Kuang-chao and the participants of prof. Markov's seminar for discussions. 
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Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 

Dependence of the function f(Ejupon the energy 

of electron-positron pair. 
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